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OBJETIVE.- The study analyzes the relationship between the housing market and births in Spain (January 1986-December 2009).  
METHOD.- The process of analysis follows traditional patterns in time series studies. A Vector Error Correction (VEC) is specified. VEC will 
allow consider the adjustment dynamics of the variables in both the short and long term.  
RESULTS.- The domain of the effect of short on the long term effect is evaluated. The resulting series is a linear combination of both series 
and displays a short memory.  
CONCLUSIONS.- The demographic variable contributes to achieving the long-run equilibrium when there are changes in the socioeconomic 
sphere.  
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EMPIRICAL EXERCISE  

1.- Association between BIRTHS and HOUSING is linearly proportional, rBH= 0,3553 in the short term.  
2.- Both series are cointegrated, [I(1)]. A long and short term relationship can be differentiated.  
3.- The estimation of the VEC describes a long-term equilibrium relationship.  
4.- The cointegration equation shows a crowding-in effect in the long term. A revitalization of the housing activity stimulates the demographic 
trajectory. Two series of long memory are transformed by a linear combination in a new short term memory series.  
5.- Population dynamics responds to short-term imbalances to restore long-term equilibrium [speed of adjustment (t*=-5,32385)]. Housing 
activity is shown as a weakly exogenous variable in the system [speed of adjustment (t*=-0,63186)].  
6.- The demographic variable is explained by its own dynamics. There is a crowding-out in the short term. The births of prior time units 
negatively impact on the contemporary time unit. The effect on contemporary references is positive from lag 12 (positive sign and statistical 
significance). Housing activity contributes negatively to population dynamics (in the short term there is a crowding-out). The statistical 
significance varies depending on the unit and reflects different considerations of the variable in the short term.  The independent term positive 
and statistically significant confirms the independence of the demographic variable.  
7.- The present results show the existence of a causal Granger sense relationship from 3 to 24 lags in a two-ways sense. The births do not 
explain the Granger sense housing series from lag 24 but housing activity explains the births.  
8.- The domain of demographic dynamics can be checked by estimating a VEC models, impulse-response functions and variance 
decomposition. Deviations from the trend of the cointegrated variables in the long term are best described as transient variations of the 
demographic factor in the long term.  
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